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In [ 1) Dark records a result of Philip Hall that the symmetric group S, of 
degree three cannot be embedded subnormally in a finite perfect group, that 
is, a group which is equal to its own derived subgroup. Now S, is the 
smallest complete group, that is, a group with trivial centre and no outer 
automorphisms and our objective here is to show that Hall’s result is a 
specific case of a more general phenomenon. In fact we have 
THEOREM A. A finite soluble complete group A cannot be subnormally 
embedded in the derived subgroup of a finite group G. 
The Mathieu group M,, is simple and complete and embeds rather 
trivially in its own derived subgroup, so the condition on solubility is 
necessary in Theorem A. 
It is not hard to see that a finite complete group is a direct product of 
(directly) indecomposable complete groups which are pairwise non- 
isomorphic. In order to prove Theorem A it is clear that we may restrict our 
attention to directly indecomposable complete groups. 
The proof of Theorem A splits into two parts according as to whether A is 
or is not isomorphic with Hol(C,,), the holomorph of a cyclic group of order 
3k. for some k. 
* The second author acknowledges the warm hospitality of the Mathematics Institute of 
Wiirzburg University during the time this work was in progress. 
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Suppose first of all that, for some k, A z Hol(C,,). We note that the case 
k = 1 is just Hall’s result and it turns out, in fact, that Dark’s argument can 
be carried out with only slight modifications to deal with the case k > 1. We 
content ourselves with an indication of how this is done. Suppose that A is 
subnormal in the derived group G’ of some finite group G and let F = F(A) 
be the Fitting subgroup of A. Then A/F is a cyclic group of order 2 and so 
A = (F, y), where y* E F. Moreover the normal closure FG of F in G is a 
finite 3-group such that A n PC = F. The Frattini subgroup Q of FG is 
normal in G and F”/Q is an elementary abelian 3-group. Since y does not 
centralize F, yQ does not centralize F/Q and the set of elements in this 
quotient group that are inverted by conjugation with yQ is cyclic. It is not 
hard to see that we can work in G/Q and use Dark’s determinant argument 
in connection with the action of y on F”/Q. 
On the other hand if, for all k, A & Hol(C,J, then we can give more infor- 
mation in general on the structure of a finite group G in which A is 
embedded as a subnormal subgroup and then deduce our impossibility result 
from it. This is the content of our main result. 
THEOREM B. Suppose that A is a directly indecomposable soluble 
complete subnormal subgroup of a Jinite group G such that A is not the 
holomorph of any cyclic 3-group. 
Then AC is supplemented in G by a subgroup U which intersects AC in its 
Fitting subgroup. 
In fact Theorem B is part of a more technical structure result which we 
state later as Theorem C. 
As a corollary to Theorem B we have 
COROLLARY B. Suppose that A and G satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem B. Then there exists a normal subgroup R of G such that G = AR 
andAnR=A’F(A). 
It is this corollary which enables us to complete the proof of Theorem A. 
For suppose that A is a soluble indecomposable complete subnormal 
subgroup of G’, where G is a finite group. Then by Dark’s argument as 
sketched above A cannot be the holomorph of any cyclic group of 3-power 
order and so Corollary B applies to give G’ s R. But A E G’ and so G = R 
since G = AR. This means that A = A/F(A). Hence A = F(A), since A is 
soluble, and this is impossible since A is a finite group with trivial centre. 
In order to prove Theorem B we need a number of preliminary lemmas 
which may be of some independent interest. We note that only the last one of 
them requires the groups involved to be finite. 
The first result concerns the situation where a complete subnormal 
subgroup is supplemented by a nilpotent normal subgroup. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose that A is a complete subnormal subgroup of AN, 
where N is nilpotent and normal. Then AN = AK, where A n K = 1 and K is 
the hypercentre of AN. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the defect d of A in AN. If d = 1 then 
A is normal and so A is a direct factor of AN since A is complete. In fact, 
AN = A x C,,,,,,(A). Now C,,(A) is nilpotent since it is isomorphic to a factor 
group of N and it is the hypercentre of AN since A has trivial centre. 
Assume now that d > 1 and that the natural induction hypothesis holds. 
Let L be the normal closure of A in AN. Then L = A(N n L) and A is 
subnormal of defect at most d - 1 in L. Moreover N f7 L is a nilpotent 
normal subgroup of L and so by the induction hypothesis we have that 
L = AM, where A AM = 1 and it4 is the hypercentre of L. Now M is a 
characteristic subgroup of L and so M is normal in AN. We consider AN/M. 
Now 
AN/M = (AM/M)(NM/M) = (L/M)(NM/M) 
where 
LM/M=AM/MrA/AnMrA 
is complete. Also LM/M is normal in AN/M and NM/M E N/N n M is a 
nilpotent normal subgroup of AN/M. By the case d = 1 we have that 
if K/M is the hypercentre of AN/M then AN/M = (K/M)(AM/M) and 
(K/M) n (AM/M) = 1. 
It is then evident that AK = AN and K n A G Mn A = 1. An easy 
induction argument on the nilpotency class of N then shows that K is the 
hypercentre of AN. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that A is a complete subnormal subgroup of a group 
H and that some term D of the lower central series of A is normal in H. 
Then there is a normal subgroup N of H such that AN = H and A n N = 1. 
Proof We proceed by induction on the defect d of A in H. If d = 1 then 
A is normal in H and we may take N = C,(A) (see the proof of Lemma 1). 
Assume now that d > 1 and that the natural induction hypothesis holds. 
Let B be the normal closure of A in H. Then D is normal in B and by the 
induction hypothesis there is a normal subgroup L of B such that B = AL 
and AnL= 1. Thus DnL= 1 and so 
C,(D) = C,(D) x L. 
We note also that since A/D is nilpotent, of class n, say, and 
C,(D) n D c Z(D), the centre of D, it follows that C,(D) is nilpotent, of 
class at most n + 1. 
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Since B and D are normal in H so also in C,(D) and it is an immediate 
consequence of the above direct decomposition for C,(D) that the (n + 1)th 
term E of the lower central series of L is normal in H. 
We now consider B/E = (AE/E)(L/E). Since A f7 L = 1, we have 
AE/E z A and so AE/E is a complete subnormal subgroup of B/E and L/E 
is a nilpotent normal subgroup of B/E with L/E n AE/E = 1. It then follows 
as in the proof of Lemma 1 that L/E is the hypercentre of B/E and hence is 
characteristic in B/E and therefore is normal in H/E. Thus L is normal in H 
and so we can apply the case d = 1 to B/L (=AL/L 2 A) and H/L to yield 
the existence of a normal subgroup N/L of H/L such that 
(B/L W/L > = H/L and (B/L) n (N/L) = 1. 
Finally it is not hard to see that the normal subgroup N of H satisfies 
H = NA and Nn A = 1, as required. 
The next lemma tells us something about the influence of the direct 
indecomposability of a complete group on certain of its normal subgroups 
with nilpotent factor groups. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that A is a directly indecomposable complete group. 
If N is any normal subgroup of A such that A/N is nilpotent, then N is not a 
(proper) direct product of two A-invariant subgroups. 
Proof: Suppose that there are normal subgroups X, Y of A such that 
XY=N and Xf? Y= 1. 
We denote by U/X and V/Y the hypercentres of A/X and A/Y, respec- 
tively. Then A/U and A/V have trivial centre and Un V, being a subgroup 
of the hypercentre of A, is trivial, since A is complete. Moreover A/UV is 
nilpotent and this means that the subgroup R = ((aU. aV): a E A) of the 
direct product S = A/U x A/V is subnormal in S. It is also isomorphic to A 
and is a proper subgroup of S, since otherwise UV = A and A is decom- 
posable, a contradiction. We therefore deduce that the normalizer T of R in 
S satisfies T 2 R and hence, since T = R x C,(R), we must have C,(R) 3 1. 
Suppose that (xU, yV) E C,(R). Then [x, a] E U and [y, a] E V for all 
a EA. However, Z(A/U) = Z(A/V) by construction and so x E U, y E V 
whence (xU, y V) = (U, V), the unit element of S, a contradiction. 
In the final lemma we require the groups involved to be finite in order to 
apply a theorem of Wielandt on the nilpotent residuals of subnormal 
subgroups. We recall that the nilpotent residual X* of a finite group X is just 
the terminal of the lower central series of X. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that A and B are directly indecomposable complete 
subnormal subgroups of a finite group G such that the nilpotent residuals A * 
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andB*arenormalinG.TheneitherA*=B*orA*nB*=landAnB 
is contained in the Fitting subgroup of G. 
Proof Suppose that B* is not contained in A *. By Lemma 2 applied to 
A and (A, B), there is a normal subgroup L of (A, B) such that AL = (A, B) 
and A n L = 1. Then by a well known theorem of Wielandt [4] 
(A,B)*=A*B*=A*L*. 
We also have, on the one hand, 
A*([A*B*, B]) = A*[B*, B) = A*B*, 
and, on the other, 
[B,L*]cL* and A*([A*B*,B])=A*[L*,B]=A*L*. 
Therefore L* = [L*, B], since A * n L * = 1. Hence L * c B, since B is 
subnormal. Furthermore L * E B*, since B is the maximal antinilpotent 
normal subgroup of B, and we obtain 
B*=B*n(A*B*)=B*n(A*L*)=(B*nA*)L*. 
By Lemma 3 we know that B is not the proper direct product of two B- 
invariant subgroups and by assumption B * is not contained in A *. Therefore 
A*nB*=l andL*=B*.ByinterchangingAandBwehaveA*=B*or 
A*nB*=l. If the latter holds then (AnB)*zA*nB*= 1, and so 
A f’B is nilpotent and since it is subnormal it is contained in F(G). 
We are now in a position to state and prove the main structure theorem. 
THEOREM C. Assume that A is a directly indecomposableJnite complete 
group which is not isomorphic to the holomorph of some cyclic 3-group; 
assume further that the group G contains A as a subnormal subgroup and 
that F is the Fitting subgroup of A’. Then the following statements hold: 
(4 A” is normal in AC, and (A*)G is the direct product of all 
conjugates of A *. 
(b) AF is normal in AC, and AGjF is the direct product of all 
conjugates of AF/F in G/F. 
(c> N,,,(AF/F) = @F/F) c,,,.(AF/F). 
(d) If G is finite, there is a supplement U of AC such that U n A” = F. 
Remark. It will be shown by Example 1 that the result is false for the 
holomorphs of cyclic 3-groups. Also, the supplement U in (d) can not, in 
general, be improved to a complement of A’, as Example 2 shows. 
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Proof of Theorem C. First we will show (a), (b) and (c), and we will 
proceed by induction on the defect of A in G. In the initial step of the 
induction A is normal in G, so (a) and (b) are trivially true while (c) follows 
from the completeness of A. 
We assume now that (a), (b) and (c) have been proved for all pairs 
(A +, G’) satisfying the hypotheses with A ’ of smaller defect in G+ than 
that of A in G. We apply the theorem for the pair (A, A’). Then, by (a), 
A * is of defect 2 in A ‘. (1) 
We assume further the existence of a conjugate B = g-‘Ag of A such that 
A* is not normal in W= (A, B). We plan to show that A is one of the 
excluded groups in this case. This contradiction will then prove (a) for the 
pair (A, G). 
Before we go on with the proof we consider the subgroups A”’ and 
[AW,Bl. 
Using the induction hypothesis we find by (a), that 
(A “)* = (A *) w  is the direct product of all W-conjugates of 
A*, and (2) 
A wF(A “) is the direct product of all (W/F(A a’))-conjugates 
of AF(A w)/F(A “). (3) 
Assume now that b is an element of B shifting two conjugates R, S of 
AF(A “) in A W by conjugation, and let u and v be two elements of R. Since 
R #S and because of (3), u and v commute with each of b-‘ub, b-‘ub 
modulo F(A w), and so [u, b] [u, b]( [uv, b])-’ F(A “) = [u, u] F(A “) and 
(A’)WF(Aw)c [AW,B]F(AW). (4) 
In the abelian quotient group [A w, B] F(A w)/(A’) w F(A w), the elements b of 
B induce permutations of the factors A(A’)W F(A w)/(A ‘)w F(A “) of 
A w/(A’) w F(A “). So the generators of [A w, B] F(A w)/(A’) w F(A “) can be 
taken of the form [u, b](A’) w F(A w), where b is any element of B and u is 
any element of one of the conjugates of A (A ‘) w  F(A “). Now antinilpotency 
of A * in A yields 
[AW,B]*=(A*)W (5) 
and Lemma 3 entails 
A * is directly indecomposable into normal subgroups of [A w, B] (6) 
Now [A W, B] = [BW, A], and we have 
(A*)w = (B*)W. (7) 
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Since B operates by conjugation as a transitive permutation group on the 
conjugates of A * in (A *)w, it does so on the conjugates of (A *)’ if this is 
different from 1. 
Suppose that there are two unrefinable direct decompositions of (A *)w, 
(A *)” = U, x . . . x U, = V, x .. . x V,. Then, by the Krull-Remak- 
Schmidt theorem (see 13, I Satz 12.3 p. 661) we find, after reordering if 
necessary, that U; = I’/ for all i. So (B*)’ is conjugate to (A *)’ by (7) and 
(6), contrary to the transitivity of the action of B. So we obtain 
A * is abelian. (8) 
As a next step, assume that (A *)” consists of more than two factors 
conjugate to A*. Then any two different ones have centralizers whose 
product is [A w, B 1, and the description of (A*)w as the direct product of 
normal subgroups of [A W, B] is unique. Thus B* is conjugate to A *, a 
contradiction. So 
(A*)w = (A*, t-‘A*t) for some t in B. (9) 
Because of (8) we have A* C_ F(A). Assume that A/F(A) is non-abelian. 
Then elements chosen one out of each of the two direct factors of (A*)” 
have different centralizers, and the description of (A*)w as a direct product 
is unique. Again B* is conjugate to A*, which is impossible. So 
A/F(A) is abelian. (10) 
Assume now the existence of an element a of A such that a2 is not contained 
in F(A). The element [a, t] (with t as defined in (9)) is contained in [A W, B] 
and will operate differently on A* and t- ‘A *t by conjugation. This follows 
from the completeness of A and of the fact that a and u- ’ are not congruent 
modulo F(A). Again A * and t ~ ‘A *t are not operator isomorphic in [A w, B] 
and the direct product is unique; B* is conjugate to A*. But this is 
impossible, and we have 
A/F(A) is of exponent 2. (11) 
Now (11) allows us to use a theorem of Gagen [ 21, we obtain that A* must 
be a 3-group and cyclic. So A is the holomorph of a cyclic 3-group, a case 
excluded by our hypotheses. 
We deduce from all of this that A* is normal in any W = (A, g-‘Ag) in 
contradiction to our preliminary hypothesis, and so we have established that 
A* is normal in A’. (12) 
By Lemma 3, A* is directly indecomposable into normal subgroups of A, the 
more so into normal subgroups of A’. If B* is a conjugate of A* and 
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different from A *, the intersection is trivial by Lemma 4. Furthermore 
[A,A*] =A*, but 
[A )...) A,B*] = 1, 
- 
k 
for k big enough. 
This shows that no two different conjugates of A * are operator-isomorphic 
in AG, and (A*)’ is the unique direct product of all conjugates of A*. So 
statement (a) holds. 
Denote by M the normal subgroup of AC which is minimal with respect to 
containing A. By (a), A* is normal in A’, and M/A * is generated by 
nilpotent subnormal subgroups (isomorphic to A/A*) and therefore 
nilpotent. By Lemma 2, we have M= AK with K normal in A4 and 
A n K = 1. Now K g A *K/A * E M/A * is nilpotent, and 
MF=AKF=AF 
is normal in A’, where we recall that F = F(A’). 
If B and C are two conjugates of A, either B* = C* and BF = CF or B 
and C intersect in a subgroup of F and so BF n CF = F. Now the conjugates 
of A* are antinilpotent in AC and constitute a unique direct product. This 
yields that AC/F is the direct product of all conjugates of AF/F under G/F. 
This shows (b). Since F is nilpotent, AF = AL such that L is nilpotent and 
normal in AL and A n L = 1. In particular, L is the hypercentre of AL and 
therefore characteristic in AL. Now the completeness of A g AL/L 
yields (c). 
Before we begin the proof of (d) we deduce a preliminary statement 
If B and C are two conjugates of A and ql, q2 are two 
isomorphisms of BF onto CF, there is an element c of C 
such that u~F’~~F = c-‘WI; for all u in C. (13) 
Proof of (13). Obviously q;‘q2 is an isomorphism of CF. It was laid 
down just before that CF = CR, where R is the hypercentre of CR (and, in 
particular, Cn R = 1). So R is characteristic and q;‘q2 induces an 
automorphism in CR/R z C. Since C is complete, there is an element c in C 
such that conjugation with c induces the same automorphism of C as q; ‘q2. 
This element c may be chosen in (13). 
We will now prove (d). We begin by numbering the different conjugates Ti 
of AF, taking AF itself as the first one. For every conjugate different from 
AF we define an isomorphism mapping AF onto it, and we call the mapping 
onto the nth conjugate T,, s,, taking, for completeness, the identity map for 
sl. This allows us to define 
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It is not very difficult to check that the set U is in fact a subgroup of G, and 
F is contained in it. Completeness of A and (b) lead furthermore to the 
statement that U n AG c F. We have to show UA’ = G. 
Let g be any element of G. We have to show the existence of some element 
I of AG such that gr belongs to U. We proceed in three steps. 
Assume that g normalizes some T,. The conjugation by g induces an 
automorphism in Tk, and there is some element t in T, such that 
g--‘ugF= t-‘&F for all u in T,. 
So (gt+-’ u(gt-‘) F= uF. 
For k # 1, we obtain 
(gt-‘)-’ v(gt-‘)F= g-‘vgF for L’ in T,. 
This shows that multiplication with suitable elements of AC leads to an 
element f = gs such that s is in AC, and if f normalizes some Tk, it induces 
the identity mapping on T,/F by conjugation. 
Assume now that this is accomplished and we find that f m normalizes 
some Tj and m is the smallest integer with this property. We choose one of 
these Ti and find that there is some t in ri such that 
f -“vf mF = tp’vtF for all v in Ti. 
Then (f”t- ‘)- ’ v(f”t ‘) F = vF for all v in Ti. If i is any integer smaller 
than m, 
f -‘tf i will induce the identity mapping on Ti/F. 
Using this fact, we find 
(ft-‘)-m u(ft-‘)” F= vF for all v in Ti. 
It is now immediate that 
(ft-‘)-” u(ft-‘)” F= uF for all u in (ff-I))” Tj(fip’)‘. 
Proceeding in this way there is an element d = fr with r in AC, such that any 
power of d normalizing some T, induces the identity on Tj/F. If d has this 
property, every conjugate y-’ dy with y in AC has the same property. 
Assume now that the conditions on U are satisfied for d with respect to all 
j of an index set M, and take an index k not in M such that dp ’ Tid = T, and 
i belongs to M. We want to exchange d by a conjugate such that k is added 
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to the index set mentioned for the new element. Conjugation by d induces an 
isomorphism from Ti to T,, likewise s,: ‘s, is such an isomorphism. By (13) 
there is an element z of Tk such that 
Exchanging 2-r dz for d does not change the previous relations. By 
induction we have an element y of AC such that y-r dy is in U. But y -’ dy 
d[d, y], and (d, y] belongs to A ‘. This completes the procedure and shows 
(d). The proof of Theorem C, and hence also of Theorem B, is complete. 
Proof of Corollary B. If A is as in Theorem C, there is a supple- 
ment T of A” such that TnAG = F(A’). Then G’ = ,‘(A’)’ [A”, T] E 
T(A’)’ [A’, T] F(AG) = R, say. By (b) and (c) we have 
AC = A(A’)’ F(AG)[AG, T] 
so AR = G; and furthermore A n R = A/F(A), as required. 
EXAMPLE 1. There is a complete group which is the extension of the 
direct product C,, x C,, by D x CIn-,, where D = (a, 6: a* = bR = 
abab’ = 1). This group contains a conjugacy class of subnormal subgroups 
which are isomorphic to the holomorph of C,,. Neither (a) nor (b) nor (d) is 
true. So these holomorphs must be excluded from the statement of 
Theorem C. 
EXAMPLE 2. Take an odd prime p and a primitive (p - I)th root of 
unity m module p”. Then 
G= xi, Yi, ‘: ,q”= yp-'=zp"= 1, i = I,..., p \ 
[xiY Yjl = l3 i # j, y; *x, yi = xy 
Z -lxiz =xi+,, z-‘yiz= yiil, i= l,...,p- 1 
Z -‘xpz = x; i-p, z-‘y,z=z, 
[xi9 xj] = [ Yi9 Yj] = ’ 
possesses a subnormal complete subgroup (xi, yi, z”) and the normal 
subgroup generated by its conjugates cannot be complemented. The complete 
subnormal subgroups are of defect n. So the defect of a complete subnormal 
subgroup is not bounded. 
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